
Basic Supply List for all classes

Sewing Machine in good working order
Sharp (preferably new) needles size 14/90
Neutral thread for bobbin and top
Pins (I prefer flower head)
Cutting matt & Ruler
Rotary cutter with a sharp (or new) blade
Add a Quarter or Add an Eighth ruler
Hard edge
Perfect Paper Piecing Seam Roller
          Or...
Iron and ironing matt or board
Paper Scissors
Fabric Scissors
Grim Ripper (for those rare times we need
to rip out seams)
Thread nippers
Fabric (see below for each pattern for
specifics)
A piece of flannel to be used for your
design wall
Masking tape
A bag for your garbage

Yeah...sounds like a lot, but it's really no
more than you would take to any other
class!

'Midnight in the Forest'
Tree: 25—3” x 14” assorted greens (maybe
a hint or  two of white for snow?)
Tree Trunk: 1– 51⁄2” x 3” brown
Moon: 22—21⁄2” x 12” assorted
golds/yellows/coppers
(or any other color you want to use)
Background: 3/4 yard black
Border: Golds: Assorted (88 in all) approx
2” x 6”
Dark Green: 96 2” x 6”
Inner Border: 4 strips 19” x 11⁄2”

'Harvest Moon'
19- 3" x 20" strips for moon
2-11" x 20" pieces for background
2- 1-1/2"x 20" pieces for inner border
2-2"x 20" pieces for inner border
2-2" x 22" pieces for outer border
1-3" x 22" strips for outer border

'Sunrise over the Mountain'
Mountain: 10- 3" x 20" strips
Sun Rays: 15- 3" x 8" pieces
Sun:  3-4" squares
Background:  3/4 yard
Inner border:  4-1-1/2" strips
Outer Border: 4-3" strips

'Ringo Star'
16+ fat quarters
Background:   2 yards
Inner border:  1/4 yard (not a fat quarter)
Outer border:  3/4 yard
Outer border spikes: 1/2 yard

'Batik Wheels'
24 assorted fat quarters
Border: 1 yard for the background (shown
in  dark green)  scraps for the spikes.

'Ribbons of Hope'
1/2 yard each of each of 6 different
pinks
1 yard light green
1/2 yard dark green (border)
3-3/4 yards ivory background



'Turning over a new Leaf'
Leaves:   Each leaf is one fat 8th for the
leaf and one fat 8th of the veins and stem
Backgrounds: 1 Fat quarter each
background
Inner border:  4- 1&1/2" x 18" pieces
Outer Border: 1/2 yd black
Spikes:  Scraps from leaves

'Look Ma, No Curves:
Background (based on black colorway):
   Black 3-3/4 yards
Lime Green: 3/4 yard
Orange: 3 yards total (feel free to mix up
oranges)
Pinkish Purple: 1/2 yard
Hot Pink: 1/2 yard
8-10 assorted fat quarters, bright colors

'Arizona Sunrise'
Fabric: Background (shown in cream) 3
yards
Orange:  3 yards
Teal: 2 1/2 yards
Gold: 1 1/2 yards
Navy: 1 1/ yards

'Fireworks'
Background fabrics: (yellows/oranges)
There are 8 total background colors for the
spikey blocks, pale yellow to dark
orange/red, then back to the yellow again.

1 FQ of each of the 8 gradation colors.

(Feel free to bring more, we can play with
color placement in class)

'Inner Light'
Quilt Background: (shown in black):
3 1⁄2 yards total
Block Background: (shown in gradations of
block)
1/8 yard of each color (11 colors in each
block)
Spikes: (shown in gradations of pinks)
1/8 yard of each color (10 spikes in each
block)
Outer ring, background: (shown in red to
yellow)
1/8 yard each color (11 colors in each
block)
Outer ring, spikes: (shown in gradation of
purples)
1/8yard each color (10 spikes in each
block)
Inner arc: (shown in a gradation fabric of
yellow/orange)
1⁄2- 3⁄4 yard (due to fussy cutting to
achieve glow)
Outer arc: (shown in black)
Included in the black listed above
Outer blocks with flying geese:
Geese: (shown in blue)
1/8 yard each color
Background: (shown in black)
Included in 31⁄2 yards listed above
Inner arc with split spikes: Spikes: 1⁄4 yard
each color
Background: (shown in black)
Included in the 31⁄2 yards listed above
Outer Arc: Included in 31⁄2 yards listed
above
Inner border: (shown in turquoise): 1⁄2 yard


